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About Alicoin Cash

About Alicoin Cash

The use of cryptocurrency is difficult now. In order to use the available coins, they have 
to be withdrawn from exchanges, wallets, to pay commissions. Alicoin Cash platform is 
designed to facilitate the life of coin holders. 

The project will include three main directions:

 Sale/purchase of goods for cryptocoin/conventional currencies.
 Sale/purchase of services for cryptocoin/conventional currencies.
 Investments

The first direction is the sale/purchase of goods. The team wants to create a platform within 
the framework of Alicoin Cash project, where people can exchange their coins directly for the 
goods they need.

The work will be realized both with the large online stores AliExpress, Amazon, eBay, and 
smaller ones that will be selected based on your location. It will no longer be necessary to 
transfer money several times in order to buy a phone or a laptop. 

Coin holders just need to register on a platform, to choose the necessary goods, to specify 
a location for the delivery of goods, and pay for the purchase. The platform will convert the 
cryptocurrency into dollars/euro/rubles and others and pay for the purchase.
 
The main goal of the project is to facilitate as much as possible the lives of the owners of 
cryptocurrencies. In addition, the use of smart contracts will increase the security of any 
operation.



About Alicoin Cash

The second direction is the provision of services within the framework of the Alicoin Cash platform. Many are familiar with freelance sites, such as Upwork, Freelancer, Weblancer. These 
websites unite customers and performers around the world. That is, if a company has a need for some task, but there is no employee for its fulfillment, it is possible to use the freelancer services 
which will solve this task for a certain fee. There are two main problems with using these sites: 

 Security
 Commissions

Let’s say somebody has a task and he found a freelancer who is ready to fulfill it. The following and the most dangerous moment is the process of payment. For example, on the part of the performer, he 
sent a job, but the customer disappeared. However, there are also reverse cases, when the performer takes an advance payment and in the same way, disappears. This is a sticky moment because there 
are no contracts, there is no data. In order to secure their users, the websites came up with many options, but then the customer and the performer lose additional funds, which the administration of the 
sites takes for the so-called reliable payments.

This direction in Alicoin Cash project is designed to solve these problems through the introduction of smart contracts and the use of blockchain technologies. Thus, it will protect both customers and 
performers. The commissions will be minimal. There will also be incentives for good performers. For big performers, there will be regular discounts. For customers who have large projects, an assistant 
(real person or robot) will be provided. It will help break a large project into smaller ones and control the execution of individual tasks by several freelancers. Therefore, the main goal of the second 
direction is to provide the widest possible security of payment as well as the lowest commission.

Finally, the last direction of a platform is an investment. Everyone has already heard about earnings on the cryptocurrency as well as on the stock and FOREX markets. However, as a rule, a newcomer 
faces various kinds of difficulties. The platform enables everyone who wants to earn money. 

Alicoin Cash is a unique free intellectual investment system with full decentralization of smart contracts based on blockchain technology. 
Based on the analysis of the work of thousands of traders around the world and their own trading and investment experience, the Alicoin Cash platform will select the most reasonable and liquid trades, 
autonomously forming an investment portfolio that will satisfy the requirements of any investor. The team has developed a trading robot that will work autonomously, that is, investors will not need 
to monitor its work. The only people who can make changes to the functioning of this robot is the professional team of traders of the project. In order to make the investment platform Alicoin Cash 
transparent, the technology of blockchain will be used. Thanks to its implementation, each investor will be able to open and view every transaction conducted by our robot. These data will not hide 
the result of transactions, their size as well as the reasons for which these positions were opened. Everyone will be able to open a report that will arrive at the end of the working week by e-mail or as 
a message to the messenger and see, what transactions were made, in which markets, how much he received profit or loss. In addition, the team’s goal is to make instant notifications when opening a 
position using the funds of a certain person. These reports will be impossible to forge or somehow change. That is why we use blockchain that will eliminate falsification. To ensure that investors receive 
transparent information about what happens with their investments.

It is also worth noting the complete control of investors over their funds within the Alicoin Cash platform. A wide range of settings will be provided, which will allow everyone to choose the appropriate 
mode of operation of the robot. The user can withdraw his funds at any time. In addition, for any violation or exit of the robot beyond the established limits, all work with the account stops, a notification 
is sent to the user, the user can decide what to do next - continue work or withdraw funds, it is possible to make changes in the settings of his account. At the same time, people do not have to spend their 
time analyzing the market, there will not be a need to constantly worry about the outcome of each decision. It will be necessary to view the financial report once a week/month/year. In addition, to make 
only one decision, to continue cooperation with the platform further or to withdraw the earned money.



What is Alicoin Cash

What is Alicoin Cash 

For any operations within the Alicoin Cash platform, a special token will 
be used. Its name is ALC. It will comply with the ERC20 standard. It can be 
bought during ICO. After ICO, it can be bought from other users or within 
the platform. 

The moment of purchase/exchange will be realized as simply as possible. 
In addition, any cryptocurrency will be easily converted into this token at 
the exchange rate. After all, the team wants to provide the customers with 
maximum comfort and speed of operations.

What is more, in the future, the team plans to issue its own debit card. 
It means that the customers can pay with their Alicoins in any country 
of the world, without additional restrictions, transfers, conversions, and 
commissions. Moreover, any user of the platform can withdraw all funds in 
a very short time, in any type of asset. 

The only thing in the investment direction of the platform is that users will 
lose percentages that have been accrued for the period of use if they want 
to withdraw funds before the agreed time (returns initial capital in full only).



Specification

Name Alicoin

Symbol ALC

Total supply 25,000,000

ICO 7,000,000

Blockchain Ethereum

Algorithm ERC20

ICO date 15th of June 2018

Price Start $ 0.40

Time zone London (GMT)

SPECIFICATION



ICO ALICOIN CASH

ICO ALICOIN CASH

The diagram below shows how financial resources are distributed. Alicoin actively invests in 
promotion, development and advertising in social networks through YouTube, Facebook. 

Alicoin invests in the development of a free intellectual investment system. In addition to the 
investment direction, the site for the provision of freelance services is actively developed as well as a 
platform for the purchase or sale of goods. 

The Alicoin project is actively working on debit cards, we want to give investors the opportunity to use 
the Alicoin tokens as quickly as possible in everyday life. 

As can be seen from the scheme, the developers provided funds to allocate funds to our investors. 
Every day the owners of the tokens will receive a certain percentage of the earnings of the platform in 
the form of dividends. 

In order for the platform to be able to perform its functions qualitatively and in full, we allocated part 
of the funds for support.

Investors 35%

Development 25%

20% Advertising

20% Maintenance



ICO

INITIAL COIN OFFERING

ICO Alicoin Cash will start on 15 of June 2018 and will last to 29 of July 2018. 7 000 000 ALC will be totally sold within 45 days. 
In case of buying the coins at all ICO stages, the additional purchase bonuses will be provided in the form of additional coins. Their amount 

will decrease with every stages. In the first stage, the bonus will amount to 17 % of the purchased coins total number.   
ICO Accepted Coins: BTC, ETH, LTC.

INITIAL COIN OFFERING

Stage Coins available Price Limit Bonus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

$ 0.40

$ 0.60

$ 0.70

$ 0.80

$ 1

$ 1.2

$ 1.4

$ 1.5

17 %

15 %

13 %

10 %

8 %

7 %

6 %

5 %

No limit

No limit

No limit

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

500.000

700.000

1.000.000

1.000.000

800.000

1.000.000

1.000.000

1.000.000



  

Value prediction

3 USD  
July 2018

5~10 USD  
August 2018

15~25 USD  
Q3 2018

25~75 USD  
Q4 2018

75~150 USD  
Q4 2018

200~300 USD  
Q1 2019

The implementation of 
the incentive algorithm

A complete release of 
each Alicoin platform

Beginning of the creation of 
Alicoin platforms for each of the 

directions



Investment opportunity

TRADEFREE SMART INVESTMENT 
SYSTEM

STAKE AFFILIATE
Earn profit with trading

Earn daily interest on 
Alicoin Investment System

Earn interest on holding Earn bonus from referrals



 

Free smart investment system

Free Smart Investment System

A new unique program automatically generating a daily profit. It is the program of the 
intellectual and free investment system. Our goal is ensuring the users’ freedom of control over 
their investments in the system. 

Unlike with present numerous lending projects that offer to earn money by investing their funds in 
order to provide credits through the agency of exchanges, our platform is claimed to be a free smart 
investment system – the Free Smart Investment system.
Any lending project involves a variety of risks that dent the users’ confidence in it. 

The main ones are:
- the dependence on the exchange bringing only the loss; 
- the fraud activity on the crypto market;
- the token inability to become successful.

Our ICO project with the Alicoin token offers a completely free choice of participating in the program. 
We do not put the chronological limits on investors after they leave the project with their investments. In 
other words, we do not freeze the investments for the specified terms as happens on lending platforms.

The smart investment program is valuable as clients can stop participating in the investment at any time 
without waiting for the expiration of contract terms and get a return of the entire initial capital. 
It should be taken into account that the accrued interest for program participation is burned out. 

Our project offers users a free and smart investment system that has not been used by any ICO yet and 
is completely unique. It is more profitable to purchase Alicoin during the ICO period in order to make a 
profit from investing in Free Smart Investment System. 



Smart investment profits

INVESTMENT 
AMOUNT  

$ 100 - $ 1,000

INVESTMENT 
AMOUNT  

$ 1,010 - $ 5,000

INVESTMENT 
AMOUNT  

$ 5,010 - $ 10,000

INVESTMENT 
AMOUNT  

$ 10,010 - $ 100,000

CAPITAL BACK
After 179 Days

CAPITAL BACK
After 120 Days*

CAPITAL BACK
After 90 Days*

CAPITAL BACK
After 60 Days*

VOLATILITY SOFTWARE  
INTEREST

(up to 54% per Month) 

VOLATILITY SOFTWARE  
INTEREST + 0.10% daily  
(up to 54% per Month)

VOLATILITY SOFTWARE  
INTEREST + 0.15% daily  
(up to 54% per Month)

VOLATILITY SOFTWARE  
INTEREST + 0.25% daily  
(up to 54% per Month)

* You can stop participating in the investments at any time, without waiting for the expiration of contract terms and get a return of the entire 
initial capital.



Affiliate

AFFILIATE

Level Bonus from ICO Bonus from
investment system

1 

2

 3

 4

 5

 6

 7

10%

4%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

6%

1%

0,5%

0,5%

0,25%

0,15%

0,10%

Affiliate

The affiliate referral earnings program for users will be involved on our platform. You receive your unique identifier (id) after registration.
On its basis, you are provided with referral links and all promotional materials (banners, video). By spreading them, you can attract new users (referrals). 
After the referral registration using the link, you are able to receive a reward.

Within the framework of the ICO affiliate program, all users can receive commissions up to 10% at 7 different levels. For instance, if user B logs in to Alicoin 
site via a referral link from the user A and takes participation in ICO, the user A receives the reward by way of commission for every Alicoin purchase. 



 

Affiliate

10%

8%

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

7 LEVEL

Referral Bonus from ICO Referral bonus from investment interest

6 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 1 LEVEL



Staking

STAKING

Duration Interest

1st 6 months 

2nd 6 months 

3rd 6 months

4th 6 months

5th 6 months

6th 6 months

60% (10% per month)

50% (8% per month)

40% (6% per month)

30% (5% per month)

20% (3% per month)

10% (1% per month)

Staking

You can make a profit with a yield of 10% per month by using Staking. Just holding and storing the 
coins in the special wallet – that is all you need. 

There is no minimal storage period. You are able to withdraw coins to your crypt wallet at any time. 
The more coins you have in your wallet and the longer you hold them, the bigger profit you get.  



ALICOIN Debit card

Alicoin Cash Debit Card

Our project involves the use of its own debit cards with the ability of 
Alicoin cryptocurrency calculations.

The debit card of our project works on the principal of the ordinary debit card 
except the fact that the funds will be withdrawn not from a bank account. The 
cryptocurrency wallet will be used. 

The comfort use of our debit card is unquestionable. 
In comparison with standard cards, the advantage of using our cards is visible. 
First of all, they provide user’s freedom. 

The user is free from the intermediaries as represented by banks. There are 
no borders for the Alicoin card – it can be used in any state. What is more, the 
debit card funds cannot be taxed.  

Secondly, the user will be able to pay for purchases and services by Alicoin 
debit card with no complications.

Our debit cards can be used in any trade location and by any ATM. 
Alicoin lends to conversion without superfluous commissions into fiat 
currency and any other currency with the best exchange rate. Using our debit 
card, you can forget about the instability of local currencies and the high 
inflation existing in some states. 



 

ALICOIN Trade platform

Alicoin Cash Trade Platform

Alicoin project will develop its own trading 
platform. Using the cryptocurrency and our Alicoin 
coins, the clients will be able to sell and buy goods 
and services. 

In order to avoid fraudulence, all platform operations 
will be under control. Such monitoring will provide full 
transparency and safety. 

The transparency of operations conducted on the 
platform will be supported by a rating system. The 
rating system will also determine the reliability of 
participants.

The facilities provided by the trading platform lie in 
participants’ concentrating on a common platform for 
buying and selling goods and services.



ALICOIN Mobile App

Alicoin Mobile App

The project provides a mobile application with an Alicoin wallet allowing the user to send and receive payments 
in a convenient place and at the convenient time. 

Your wallet will be accessible in any part of the world. 
With the help of a mobile application wallet, you can pay for purchases, make instant transfers to anywhere in the world.
The mobile wallet will allow you to make any operations with Alicoin coins – for exchange, purchase, and sale. 
Phones applications will be available soon.

IOS ANDROID
Comming soon Comming soon 

 Save time

 Secure and private

 Instant payments

 Mobile NFC payment 

 Friendly interface

 Save time

 Secure and private

 Instant payments

 Mobile NFC payment 

 Friendly interface

 



 

 Bloger Partnership

Blogger Partnership

With the purpose of our project advertising, we will use all ways of Social 
Media Marketing. 

To maximize the audience, our advertising will be presented in many world 
social networks. We use our contacts with FinTech specialists, media managers in 
order to present reviews in technologically competent collections. The qualified 
production specialists work in our team. Such cooperation will allow us to create 
video advertisement on social networks. It will multiple reduce the price of the 
final lead.

The marketing plan of our project provides affiliate programs for YouTube 
bloggers which will help us create our own initiative core clientele. 

The bloggers will get the BTC money reward. 
The video placement, the material quality, and the views number will be taken into 
account. We will appreciate the creative approach to the coverage of the topic.



Roadmap
Products

Q2 2018 - Preparation of the legal framework for the delivery 
of goods

Q2 2018 - The beginning of the creation of a trading platform 
for the Alicoin platform

Q3 2018 - Connecting Shops

Q3 2018 - Optimizing the platform

Q3 2018 - Testing the platform

Q4 2018 - Alicoin platform entry

Q4 2018 - The addition of Local Stores

Q1 2019 - Opportunity to open your stores within the platform
Provision of different delivery services (for example, delivery of 
pizza/food or paying a taxi)

Services

Q2 2018 - Preparation of the legal framework for ser-
vices

Q2 2018 - Start of the creation of a platform for services 
for the Alicoin platform

Q2 2018 - Implementing Smart Contracts

Q3 2018 - The implementation of the incentive algo-
rithm

Q3 2018 - Full Alicoin platform entry

Q4 2018 - Implementation of an assistant for large proj-
ects. Additional control over employees

Q4 2018 - Adding an algorithm that will allow you to pay 
for work depending on the time

Investments

Q1 2018 - Preparation of the legal framework for investment

Q1 2018 - Selection of suitable trading strategy

Q1 2018 - Selection of suitable brokers and exchanges

Q2 2018 - Testing and optimization of the trading system

Q2 2018 - Creating a trading robot for the Alicoin platform

Q2 2018 - Start creating a free intellectual investment system Alicoin

Q2 2018 - The addition of neural networks for self-learning robots

Q2 2018 - The addition of opportunities to inform investors

Q2 2018 - Optimizing the platform

Q3 2018 - Full-featured release of the free intellectual investment 
system Alicoin

Since our platform has three directions, the roadmap will have the same three directions and a separate map for the project itself.



 

Alicoin Roadmap 

Q4 2017  
Preparation of legal 

framework

21.03.2018  
Start of blogger 

partnership programm

Q3 2018 
Local and first external 

exchange opens

15.06.2018  
ICO Launch

Q4 2017  
Preparation for ICO Alicoin Cash

29.07.2018  
End ICO

Q1 2018 
Beginning of the creation 
of Alicoin platforms for 
each of the directions

Q1 2018  
Creating an algorithm for con-

verting assets

20.03.2018  
Website registration  
and BTC, ETH, LTC 

deposit  possible. Start of affiliate 
marketing. 

17.03.2018  
Website launch



 

Alicoin Roadmap 

Q4 2018 
Target price USD 25~50

Q4 2018 
A complete release of 
each Alicoin platform

Q1 2019  
Target Price USD 200~300

Q3 2018  
External 

exchange 2,3 

Q3 2018 
Target price USD 10~15

Q4 2018 
Top 50 on Coinmarketcap

First global convention

Q4 2018
Issue of debit cards 

Alicoin Cash

Q4 2018 
Launch mobile App

Q4 2018  
Listing on Coinmarketcap

Q4 2018  
Optimization and improvement of 

platforms Alicoin



Consideration

Consideration

Due to the experimental nature of the cryptocurrency and its high volatility, unpredictable 
events can occur during the implementation of each project. 

Problems from the technological point of view as well as legal norms, cyber-attacks or changes 
in the cryptocurrency environment can affect the results of the roadmap. The roadmap 
described in the document should be considered as a prospective development plan. 

Although the Alicoin team does its best to perform all the necessary work, there is no guarantee 
that all stages of the roadmap will be executed well. Thus, the team would like to inform users 

about investing at their own risk. There is some risk, but it has to be in any investment. 

Even investing in government bonds, everyone can lose money. However, with the proper 
distribution of risks, the possibility of losing significant funds is almost minimal. 

The team also recommends using a strong password and activating two-factor authentication 
(2FA) as an additional level of security. The Alicoin team is not responsible for any losses. By 

participating in the ICO, Alicoin ICO, and in the virtual start program, the users understand and 
accept the risks associated with the program described above.



Welcome to Ali World


